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*	  

I’m on a train that runs along the beach. It moves with a wobbly but fast determination. 

It’s night & I don’t know where I’m going but I keep travelling in the same direction so 

I’m not worried. An older man enters the car, sits down next to me & slides closer. There 

isn’t anyone else in the car. He doesn’t look me in the eyes which makes this feel wrong. 

My right side is touching his left side. He is warmer than I am. The movement in my 

pelvis is silent. Muted. I want to trust what my hips want to tell me & this time they’re 

not speaking. Then another man comes into the same car. His hair is silver foxed. He is 

enthusiastic & chatty like he recognizes me from another time & place, perhaps at a party 

where he felt like the king & I felt like a fool, but I don’t know who he is. He squeezes 

the first man out of his seat. He keeps on being excited, but then the first man interrupts 

to explain things to me. Something about things in the world being what they are & 

enlightening me about the state of all beings, how women are shaped after plants & men 

after buildings & I yell QUIT TRYING TO EXPLAIN THINGS TO ME. I GET IT. I 

GOT IT BEFORE YOU GOT HERE. 	  

It shuts both of them up. 	  

I continue feeling the vibrations of the train & rub my slick & soft thighs together. 

I look down & see a bruise the shape of Manhattan. It’s perfectly ugly, just like the city. 

When it disappears into me, I wonder if I will have arrived.	  

	  



*	  

I am training my new assistant, a chubby Indian woman who seems great but when I 

mention that she would also have to handle tax forms she says, That’s not possible, that’s 

work for an assistant, like it was beneath her to do tax forms. So I get really upset & ask 

her to leave. But first she wants to check her email on my computer. I scream & push her 

but I also kind of try to have sex with her on her way out. Gimme sum sum sum pa-rum 

pa-pum pum, I say & I smile. She calls me crazy & leaves. I jiggle my body parts like 

keys on a chain hooked to a hip.	  

Now I’m all wild & ready inside, like I can’t go in any other direction but 

forward. My fingers want to be put somewhere. 	  

I go to the ladies room & ask Valerie to sleep with me. She is the assistant nobody 

can stand at the office. Every office has one. Her hair is short & curly. Just like her legs. 

She reads books by Czech authors but it was her mother who got her this job. 	  

I don’t care who I’m asking, but Valerie looks at me like I’m a madwoman with 

obscene facial hair & leaves me alone in the ladies room. 	  

I decide to masturbate in the stalls. My fingers start off soft, like a boutique 

company. Then they get all hard & busy. Corporate. Expanding. Merging. Concurring. I 

hear other girls trickle in. They close the stall doors behind them, like in unison. They 

drop their bottoms & they plant their soft butt cheeks on the gaping toilet seats. Thinking 

of these simple kisses brings me to victory. I lean back & close my eyes. I listen to my 

quick heartbeats.	  



While the girls pee, I imagine their skirts grazing the dirty bathroom floor. The 

fabrics soaking up all kinds of drops. Then the girls go wash their hands under automatic 

taps. Some use soap, some don’t.	  

	  

*	  

I am in a soft split with my filthy urges fleeing the sight of me.	  

	  

*	  

I pick up the morning paper & the international section is missing. All of the other 

sections have the same front page: a picture of a bright blue sky or one big blue wave.	  

	  

*	  

Some nights later, I am traveling with a big pink suitcase. It’s terribly heavy but I don’t 

know what’s in it. Perhaps it’s the insides of my marriage. I also don’t know where I am 

going but I am at Port Authority Bus Terminal & I have to find a certain gate. There is a 

flight to catch. It’s raining a lot & dark outside. After dragging my pink suitcase in 

circles, searching for my gate, a lady in a red uniform tells me that my gate is in Jersey. 

From there you can fly to your husband. Like in all unrealities, it’s always the people in 

uniform who have all of the answers. 	  

I have to get to Jersey, but I don’t know how. I am trying to run but I can’t move 

fast enough. I want to catch a cab but there are none. I want to catch a bus that is taking a 

bunch of people to my gate but I never get to it. My body is working against me, like an 

empty vessel. The pink suitcase is not helping either. I see that there’s a woman in charge 



but she doesn’t see that I need help. She is busy picking up a receiver, holding it against 

her ear like a seashell, only to put it down like a mistaken call. 	  

A girl or a friend shows up. She comes up to my hips & I’m tempted to put her in 

my pocket, but I don’t have time for her cuteness. 	  

I let her climb onto my back like a baby monkey. She releases all of her weight on 

me. I almost start crying, thinking that no girl can be weightless, flawless, less of 

themselves. With or without pink. With or without the insides of a marriage. 	  

The monkey girl & my tears & the pink suitcase slow me down until forever 

comes. 	  

I never get to the gate. 	  

	  

	  

	  


